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Chapter 10: Create a Queue This chapter
discusses the use of queues to dispatch
reports and forms, perform a controlled
access to reports and forms, and to
customize print settings for printing forms
and reports. Printing is considered a
convenience function in Oracle Forms. The
user can create an application
environment with any desired default
values. The user can also create print
documents using a dialog based menu and
custom settings. Chapter 19: Validation
When you work with validation in Oracle
Forms, you perform a validation or testing
of data as it is entered into an object. You
test the data by means of predefined rules.
A validation object controls the flow of
data from its details block to its parent
object. you can define whether or not the
validity status of data is meaningful and
whether or not it is displayed. then
validate. When you test data for validity,
make sure to use one of the following
programs. VALIDATE : To validate data of a
form element. VALIDATION_FORM_ITEM :
To validate data of a form element.
Chapter 20: Database Use the database to
store your data by creating data-files,
tables and queries. Use commands to load
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the data into the blocks of the forms. Use
the create, insert, update, delete, and alter
commands to dynamically load the data
into your forms. Use the select and update
commands to select and query data from
the database by means of database tables.
Chapter 21: UI Use the UI to create your
forms. You can view the UI by using the
design time tools. In the design time, use
the properties and properties inspector
boxes and property editors to set the
properties of a form. Use the design time
to define the appearance of a form. Then
make the Forms application a live
application at run-time. Use the run-time
tools to display the application to users.
You can also maintain the application
using the Properties inspector boxes,
property editors, and run-time triggers.
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This article provides a step-by-step
introduction to creating elements using

Oracle Forms. You will learn how to create
standard elements and customize your
own elements. To build these elements,
you use the Object Navigator. Use the

Object Navigator to navigate to the
appropriate elements you want to create.

This article will focus on creating the
following elements: Button, Checkbox,
Textbox, Static Text, and Combo Box

Chapter 9: Form Functions Form functions
in Oracle Forms provide a powerful way to
manipulate data from forms. Applications
may not have a programming language as
strong as PL/SQL, but they may have many

repetitive functions that need to be
implemented. Functions can be used to
perform common tasks on data that is

entered and saved in forms. This chapter
will introduce you to Form functions, their

syntax, and some of the data types
supported by functions. Chapter 10: How
to work with the NetBeans Project?As you
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know that all the applications contain
different components to design, work,

build and debug. A component is a generic
container, which is made up of containers
or sub-components. A container can also

mean the area that contains all the
components. All the containers and

components share common features. In
Oracle Forms 11gR1, there is a main

component called Web Modules, which
includes the Container and the Component

features. Any containers or components
can be created by creating their own
project, or adding them to an existing
project.Creating New Projects You can
create a new project by simply right

clicking in the project navigator. Choose
New Project. In the wizard that appears,
select the Web application type. Set the

name to formdemo and click Next. On the
File Types page, select the JavaServer
Faces MVC modules. Click Finish. If you
click Finish, you will see a new project

added to the top of the project navigator.In
project navigator, navigate to the node

Create a module, and create a JSF module.
A project includes the project files and

folder. The project files contain the html
template and project files. The source files
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for the project contain html files, xml files,
data and java files. The generated project
files. The generated project files are added

to the formdemo folder. 5ec8ef588b
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